




Thon ‘21 is almost upon us!!!

If you haven’t already done so, tomorrow  is the day for all sponsor cards to be returned.

Straight after Queens’ Birthday Weekend, Thon Testing will take place. We will then enter each pupil’s score on

their sponsor card, and return it to them for collecting their sponsor money.

It’s important for every child’s sponsor card to be accurate, and to be signed by the teacher who tested the

child. This shows your sponsors that everything has been done correctly.

Please keep encouraging your child to learn their answers, and to sign up as many sponsors as possible.

If sponsor cards or learning sheets have been lost, new copies are available from the school office.

More about the gates!!

Last week we reminded you that our two vehicle gates at the front entrance are

on an automatic timer.

They close from 8.30-9.00am, and from 2.50-3.15pm.

If you come into the school car park close to these times, you will need to move

quickly. Once the gates are closed, we may not be able to get you out before the

timer allows.

Please note as well that when the gates are closed, it is still illegal to park in front of them, even for the short

time needed to drop off children. If you do stop in front of the closed gates, or in the bus stop, or in any other

illegal ways, there is a chance that you will be ticketed.

Well done twice!

In recent weeks two groups of pupils have represented the school

at interschool days. Some students represented the school at both

events.

Two football teams took part in the Zone Football Tournament on

Thursday 20 May, held at McLennan Park.

Then on Tuesday 25 May our school hosted the South Auckland

Chess Tournament. We entered four teams in this competition.

Congratulations to:

Football - Abigayle Taylor, Achilles Ly, Adit Palanisamy, Alexander

Barnett, Ashley Grewal, Bronson Turu, Daiwik Kodakandla, Dan

Tubuka, David Tekiteki, Declan Johnson, Denzalle Tupu Tuia, Gavin

Singh, Hazel Greenaway, Keanu Collier, Kristian Pal, Manaaki

Anderson-Taueki, Marco Fagundes dos Santos, Nikau Kepa, Salman Ahmad, Zachary Harris, Zahra Sheikh and

Zaid Ali



Chess - Aarush Singh, Armaan Faruk, Ashley Grewal, Cindy  Haddad,

Eden Bester, Israel Purcell, Khushi Mandalia, Marco Fagundes dos

Santos, Nikatai Mahutu, Rishav Bansal, Ryan Nu’uola, Samantha Read,

Sean Teaukura, Srirama Nimmakayala, Suhana Narayan, Taita Mana’o

and Vihaan Chowdavarapu

Writers’ Piece
We thank Room 4 for this contribution to our newsletter.

In Room 4 we have been learning to use full stops in our sentences. We wrote about Shells.

Some shells have different shapes. They also have different colours. They are bumpy on top. It is smooth under

the shell. If you scratch the shell, it can make squeaky noises.

By Grace Chhabra

There are different colours on the shells. The shells keep the animal safe. My shell looks like a plate.

By Vivaan Kumar

Some shells have patterns. Sea animals have shells on their backs. Shells are different colours. Shells are on the

beach. When I find a shell, I feel happy.

By Vivienne Nguyen

There are different types of shells. There are patterns on the shells. We find shells at the beach. The shells are

hard.

By Kairos Pauta
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Regards

John Robinson

Principal


